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“For their collaboration with Leon Russell 
on his ‘Dixie Lullaby,’ we wanted to evoke a 
train journey through the Old South,” recalls 
Tim LaValley.  “With that in mind, we shot 
a series of  original photographs down at 
Union Station with the project’s producer 
in full period costume. We complemented 
that with some licensed vintage train footage 
and blended everything with some Southern 
imagery and an animated map of  the region. 
It was pretty cool.”

This was the first piece of  stage content 
LaValley put together as the principal design-
er, director and owner of  Battlecruiser.  The 
LA based company has since developed video 
content for the BET Awards, the Nickelodeon 
Kids’ Choice Awards, and the NAACP Image 
Awards. Battlecruiser’s images have played 
behind performances by artists ranging from 
Diddy to Placido Domingo, from Jennifer 
Hudson to Santana, and from Christine 
Aguilara to Esperanza Spalding, to name but 
a few.  

The company name itself  has a dual meaning 
as LaValley explains. “American clients seem to 
like its association with efficiency and effective-
ness. British clients like that it hints at fun and 
relaxation – in London. Battlecruiser is rhym-
ing slang for boozer, i.e. a pub. I chose the 

company name for both American and British 
reasons. I’m British, but a California resident 
since 1997. I wanted to let people know that 
we’re effective and precise. I have a degree in 
motion picture production, in addition to the 
usual creative experience. I’m very committed 
to efficient workflows, but we’re also pretty 
relaxed about it.”

As LED screens become a more ubiquitous 
part of  the touring gestalt, the demand for 
content obviously becomes greater as well. In 
the year and a half  they’ve been in business, 
Battlecruiser has supplied dozens of  tours and 
shows. In the process, LaValley has slowly 

started to redefine the parameters of  this 
content and how artists interact with it.  An 
example of  this is the set and content he is 
in the process of  developing for Steve Aoki’s 
Dim Mak Records’ stage on this year’s Identity 
Festival tour.  “The LED screens there will be 
very interesting,” says LaValley. “We’re also 
looking at developing hand-held technology 
that would allow Steve to affect and interact 
with the content.”

“On Shinedown’s Carnival of  Madness tour last 
year, Ken Delvo and Scott Allee had designed 

a really cool set made up of  five thin screens 
scattered across the upstage wall,” he adds. 
“It gave me the opportunity to create content 
– syringes, liquids, and so on – to fit perfectly 
within those shapes, so that they appeared to 
be floating above the stage.”

As with most things in the mobile produc-
tion profession, creating the LED content is a 
collaborative venture. “In the larger touring 
world, lighting directors like Justin Collie have 
a vast ship to steer, and we’re happy to help 
keep everything on course,” LaValley says. 
“Every artist likes to have their input too, and 
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Video

BattLECruiSEr 
backs up the best

w hen it comes to concert production these days, 
behind every great performer is … an LED video dis-
play! While the displays amplify what’s happening 

on the stage with cameras on the performers putting their 
20-foot-high faces in front of the audience, they also have 
other content. When put to its best use, these images also 
work in concert with the show, amplifying a song’s lyrics, the 
musical idiom, or the artist’s persona. Take for example, the 
Zac Brown Band’s performance on the 2010 Grammy Awards.  

BY HANK BORDOWITZ
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they have a right to since they’re laying them-
selves on the line night after night. The best 
artists to work with are those who know exactly 
what they want. It’s also great to work with art-
ists who are confident enough to let us just do 
our thing. On Shinedown, for example, [lead 
vocalist] Brent [Smith] waited until we’d got a 
few rehearsals under our belt to let the content 
adapt organically before saying anything. He 
then helped to nudge the content in the right 
direction until at the final rehearsal, he led a 
standing ovation for the content and gave me 
a bear hug. I love that kind of  organic partner-
ship, where the artist naturally assumes the con-
tent’s going to be great and allows you the time 
and space to do it.”

In some cases this is simpler than others, 
because what the show demands is less compli-
cated. 

A full length concert tour like Shinedown 
requires somewhere between 90 to 120 minutes 
worth of  content. A single song on an award 
show obviously requires less content and less 
effort unless it turns out as elaborate as the 
short film created for the Zac Brown Band.   

“The personal nature of  the content for 
Jeff  Beck’s tribute to Les Paul at the 2010 
Grammy’s demanded the use of  historical 
imagery,” LaValley cites as another example. 
“So we used a lot of  photographs from Les’ 
life and spent a day shooting stills of  a Gibson 
Les Paul. By compositing the historical imagery 
into the shots of  the guitar, it looked like Les 
Paul himself  was burnished into the surface. 
A very fitting tribute, I think. On the other 
hand, Janelle Monae’s performance of  ‘Let’s 
Go Crazy’ at the BET Awards last year needed 
to reference Prince without having him over-
shadow her performance. We simply created a 
3D version of  his symbol and had hundreds of  
them floating and tumbling on the screens.”

Atlanta Area: 3412 Florence Circle ❙ Powder Springs, GA 30127
Charlotte Area: 348 Bryant Boulevard ❙ Rock Hill, SC 29732
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� Competitively priced, 7KW to 100KW commercial-grade generators 
powered by a rugged Kubota or Cummins diesel engine.

� RVIA-approved models and multiple options available.

� Enclosed units feature convenient single side service and removable 
doors for easy access to maintenance parts.

� Experienced engineering and support staff to help guide you.

Generator service in the Atlanta and Charlotte areas.
� From simple repairs to complete replacements on most makes and 

models, with convenient interstate access. Mobile service available!

continued on 38
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Venues

Two stories under an office building that also 
houses a theater, Viacom and MTV, the space 
once housed the largest single screen movie 
theater in New York City. AEG Live spent sev-
eral years and a lot of  money turning it into a 
world class venue. The room is very flexible. It 
can be an auditorium with raked seats offering 
wonderful visibility. With a dual level dance 
floor, it becomes a dance club, or with tables 
and chairs the dance floor becomes the site of  
a corporate dinner with superstar entertain-
ment or a television up-front, both with the 
auditorium chairs hidden behind a thick black 
curtain. It scales down from 2150 to 1500 
seats.  The 40 x 30 x 4 stage can be similarly 
divided for shows that require less room, such 
as comedy tours.  

However, the location makes loading in and 
out challenging, as 44th  and Broadway is 
one of  the busiest traffic corners (for cars 
and pedestrians) on the planet.  The building 
they’re in (well, under) houses Viacom, the cor-
porate home of  MTV, which also has offices 
and sound stages in the building (TRL used to 
be shot in a space with a window out on Times 
Square).  The six bays the Best Buy uses to 
load-in and load-out were built for mail trucks, 
not semis.

Part of  the answer lies it the good relationship 
they maintain with the midtown police force.  
They work hard not to block traffic, and they 
get the equipment out of  the trucks and into 
the bays quickly, then down to the stage area 
via freight elevators. They have to work pretty 
much a truck at a time. Then the trucks lay up 
at a yard by the Javits Center on 11th Avenue 
and 36th.  All this is made clear in the Venue 
Rider every tour manager playing the Best Buy 
gets:

For trucks that are bigger than 28’, street unload-
ing requires ramp off  truck and ramp up onto dock.  
PLEASE NOTE: Due to our location, your load in/
out requires your utmost cooperation and professional-
ism as we share our loading dock and freight elevators 
with the balance of  the tenants who reside in 1515 
Broadway…Unfortunately, parking at the venue is 
not an option.  IT IS DROP AND GO FOR ALL 
VEHICLES.  Sorry!

Now this might seem like a tough way to 
run a venue, until you read further into that 
rider and realize how well equipped the Best 
Buy is. For many touring acts, minimal (or 
no) lights and sound have to come off  of  the 
truck, because the house has it going on.  All 
of  the trusses are on chain motors. Lighting is 

controlled with an Avolite Pearl Console with 
two 17” monitors and an IPC/Road Hog.  
Additionally, there are 975 amps of  power, and 
400 of  them are available for whatever else the 
band wants to bring in.

“As far as rock tours, we have what most of  
them need: Two control groups, front of  house 
control, onstage monitor control, monitor 
package – we have a very, very state of  the 
industry package,” says Young.

They can provide two available fog machines 
and Clair monitors. The PA features a JBL 
Vertec  line array, six per side.  The mixing 
board is a Midas 44/4, but there’s room for 
another board in the sound pit. There are 48 
amplifiers that put out 300,000 watts of  power.  
A lot of  bands tour with less.

 “We have 48 boxes in the room,” Young says, 
as he points out all the speakers in the room. 
“This room is acoustically designed.  We 
designed the shit out of  this room.  We have 
boxes here you’re not going to find unless you 
look for them. We have coverage everywhere in 
the venue. It’s a tight room. Really good visit-
ing engineers love this place. They get to use 
their effects units for what they were designed 
for, like reverb for reverb, not trying to mask a 
standing wave from a column.  There was a lot 
of  thought that went into building this room.” 

An example of  that kind of  thought involves 
another one of  the Best Buy’s fellow tenants 
at 1515 Broadway, The Lion King.  “We’re two 
floors below grade,” Young says. “The lobby 
for The Lion King is at street level, but the actual 
theatre is two flights up. So, there are four 

i ’ll put this room up against any room,” proclaims Jeff 
Young, production director at the Best Buy Theater, a major 
concert venue in the heart of Times Square, at the cross-

roads of the world.  It is a gorgeous room, seating about 2500, 
but flexible at that. And while its location offers entertainment 
in the very bosom of the live entertainment hub of the world, 
it also faces some special problems endemic to the location.

photo courtesy of 
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BESt BuY thEatEr 

The Venue Under The Crossroads of the World
BY HANK BORDOWITZ
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floors of  separation, but it still means we had 
to hang a floating ceiling. It’s all on uni-struts, 
a spring mounted suspension system, and 
they’re all acoustical panels. Before we opened, 
I had to do a pink noise test. I blew 120 db of  
pink noise.  I had to wear a pair of  gun muf-
flers.  I went up to The Lion King, sat in the 
second row. Silencio.”

So, that helps ease the truck traffic up 44th for 
equipment load-ins and load-outs.  The next 
issue they had to deal with was the human 
load-ins and load-outs. For many artists, their 
busses are their sanctuaries, and often serve as 

dressing rooms.  Face it, at many venues, the 
dressing rooms are an after-thought.  In a no 
parking zone, however, nice dressing rooms 
are a necessity. The busses are going to be 
three-quarters of  a mile away from the venue, 
at best.  Fortunately, the Best Buy offers dress-
ing rooms with better accommodations than 
some of  the hotels. In addition to whatever 
food the rider requires, the dressing rooms are 
carpeted, nicely appointed, have comfortable, 
stylish chairs and sofas, a huge bathroom with 
a shower, a vanity and full length mirror, cloth-
ing steamers, iron and ironing board, wireless 
internet, a huge flat-screen TV, a humidifier 

(but no humidor – there’s 
no smoking in any public 
building in New York 
City!) and a refrigerator 
full of  Red Bull.

“The first time through, 
people are a little reti-
cent,” Young acknowl-
edges. “I can understand 
why.  I’ve been on tour.  
Your bunk is your world.  
The people who know 
us, who are return cli-
ents, are like, ‘You know 
what?  The dressing rooms 
are totally chill.’  We’ve 
got big screen TVs, nice 
couches.  It’s basically a 
hotel suite.  We make it as 
comfortable as possible, 
knowing their vehicles will 
have to leave the premises.  
Besides which, this is the 
heart of  New York!  If  you 
were here, do you think 
you’d want to hang out in 
this cave?  Everything is 
here, and if  it’s a nice day, 
they’ve got to go out and 
look around!  

“But my motto is, ‘You are a guest in our 
house.  I want you to be comfortable. ‘People 
ask me, ‘How’s your day going, Jeff ?’  I tell 
them, ‘My day goes like your day.  If  you’re 
having a good day, I’m having a good day.  If  
you’re having a bad day, it’s my job to make 
it better.’ The band is comfortable; the crowd 
gets a better show.  We all come out winners.
“You can’t park, but you still can rock!” 

photos courtesy of 
arcadiamedia.com 
bestbuytheater.com
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when they formally joined forces in 2003, but 
entrepreneurial enthusiasm still exists in abun-
dance in the agency’s culture.

Bridgen and Freeman’s music and arts back-
ground has certainly helped give Knifedge 
credibility in the market, and a recognition of  
the balance needed between visual creativity 
and performer prominence. These days, both 
have moved away from artist management. 
Instead, through Knifedge, they are focusing 
exclusively on branding, marketing, and cre-
ative work for the music industry, as well as for 
charities, corporates, theatres and broadcasters.

“We do so many different kinds of  creative 
projects that it’s sometimes challenging to de-
fine ourselves,” says Bridgen.  “But ultimately, 
everything we do is about creating powerful 
media content that makes audiences stop and 
think ‘wow’. Content which goes way beyond 
people’s expectations, touches them emotion-
ally and prompts extraordinary reactions.”  

Those reactions take many forms.  In the music 
and theatre worlds, Knifedge’s projection and 
video design work has left many audiences 
spellbound, and won warm praise from critics, 
press and award judges alike. It’s notable that 
much of  the agency’s work to date has come 
from word of  mouth recommendations or posi-
tive press coverage – including the call from 
Groban’s manager Peter Mensch after reading 
about the groundbreaking work behind Sun-
day in the Park with George, in the New York 
Times.

But Knifedge’s work is also having a very di-
rect impact for many British charities.  Last 
Christmas, the agency enlisted the support of  
a range of  top British comedians, and filmed 
them popping out of  a Christmas cracker for a 
corporate e-Christmas card campaign. So suc-
cessful was the project that it raised £650,000 
for Crisis, the homeless charity, and has since 
won several top digital marketing awards.  

Likewise, two years ago, Knifedge created a 
series powerful animated viral films depicting 
famous hate crimes in the style of  video games 
to drive awareness of  Holocaust Memorial Day 
amongst younger audiences.  The films caused 
a huge stir online, generating 1.6 million hits 
in the first 2 weeks and the campaign was fea-
tured on the media pages of  several national 
newspapers in Britain.

“We want to make a real difference to anything 
and anyone we work with,” concludes Brigden.  
“Creativity only works if  it blends seamlessly 
with a project and lifts it to a higher level. 
Once it starts trying to be clever for the sake 
of  it, things fall flat.  You’ve got to integrate 
creative ideas with the essence of  a show or 
a brand.  And when it all comes together, it’s 
magic.” 

Maryland Sound continued from 30Battlecruiser continued from 13

All this goes to show that much more goes into 
the video content of  a show than just a couple 
of  guys on stage with a camera and some fixed 
cameras on-stage.  Certainly it’s cool to see 
an artist’s guitar emblazoned on a 30-foot-tall 
screen, but the more subtle images help make 
the concert.  

“The balance between live video like I-MAG 
and prepared content has varied with every 
artist I’ve every worked with,” LaValley says. 
“I’d guess that we supply about two-thirds of  
a show, with the rest coming from the LD and 
camera departments as live video or lighting-
only looks. We’re also developing ideas that 
go beyond the traditional distinction between 
‘live’ content from a camera and ‘prerecorded’ 
content like video and graphics. We’ve started 
to work more closely with the vendors to 
enable the music, or indeed the artist, to influ-
ence – live – what the graphics are doing on 
the screens.”

All this makes LaValley a very happy camper.  
He feels like this is the work he was meant to 
do. “I’m very fortunate in that I love what I 
do. When I was a kid growing up in northern 
England in the 80s, the six things that thrilled 
me were music, photography, design, architec-
ture, film and California. Somehow 20 years 
later, either by accident or design, I’ve com-
bined all those things. I have no complaints,” 
concludes LaValley. 

also loud, not either/or. This is especially chal-
lenging with Josh on a custom 5200/KK105 
microphone, which is still the most real sound-
ing wireless handheld mic out there today.”
 
Anyone touring knows that wireless gets more 
difficult seemingly by the day and with so many 
transmitters on stage, it makes for a “fun” set 
up.
 
“It’s f&*^ing tough! I’d be sunk without my 
tech, Travis White, who’s great with RF. He 
does the plotting, I do the programming, and 
we try to do the daily testing together. The 
hardest part is finding the time to do all the 
channels (38!) We have a five-man crew, 
including Mickey and I, plus an A and a B 
stage. There are a LOT of  tasks that need to 
get done everyday, and you’ll never end up 
with more time than you need for wireless.”
 
Back to Bob... He still goes out to a lot of  
shows but he knows Groban’s act and needs 
more intimately than many soundco own-
ers know some of  their clients having “un-
retired” from the road in 2002 to mix house for 
Groban, handing the job off  to Mickey Beck in 
2005. And it is not an easy job, but Goldstein is 
used to demanding clients.
 
“When I first started out, I did Frankie Valli 
and the Four Seasons. I was with them 18 years 
and Frankie is a driver. He’s not tough today 
at all, but was back then...” Goldstein remem-
bered. “There were monitors, but Frankie cued 
off  FOH and if  it was not right he knew it.
 
“Frankie had one rule: Make it just loud 
enough to be little uncomfortable. Just keep 
the crowd a little bit out of  their seats. Josh is 
similar. He is picky but picky in a free way. He 
lets you do your job. All he wants is big, fat, 
clear sound with good comments from the au-
dience. He wants it pumping but not offending. 
If  there are a few people who walk out because 
they think it is too loud, but the rest of  the 
crowd is going crazy, he is OK with it. Yes, he’s 
a classic singer but this is not an ‘easy listening’ 
show. It rocks.” 

Knifedge continued from 32

enviable client base. Rigging they know how to 
do. Learning to run the business is the newest 
and most difficult job facing him. Paperwork 
and conforming to all the rules and regula-
tions is a new ballgame. However with almost 
10 years of  operations under their belt, Bobby 
Savage and John Fletcher are likely to be 
around for a long time as Five Points Produc-
tion Services.    

Five Points continued from 28




